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Lectionary Readings ~ Year A 
Revised Common Lectionary 

First Reading 
Psalm 

Second Reading 
Gospel 

Micah 6: 1-8 
Psalm 15 
1 Corinthians 1: 18-31  
Matthew 5: 1-12 
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Epiphany 4 
February 2, 2014 
 
Micah 6: 1-8
 
Hear what the LORD says: 
   Rise, plead your case before 
          the mountains, 
   and let the hills hear your voice. 5 
 
Hear, you mountains, the controversy of the LORD, 
   and you enduring foundations of the earth; 
 for the LORD has a controversy with his people, 
   and he will contend with Israel. 10 
 
“O my people, what have I done to you? 
        In what have I wearied you” Answer me! 
  For I brought you up from the land of Egypt, 
    and redeemed you from the house of slavery; 15 
    and I sent before you Moses,  
    Aaron, and Miriam. 
  O my people, remember now what King Balak of Moab devised, 
        what Balaam of Beor answered him, 
    and what happened from Shittim to Gilgal, 20 
     that you may know the saving acts of the LORD.” 
 
“ With what shall I come before the LORD, 
      and bow myself before God on high? 
    Shall I come before him with burnt offerings, 25 
    with calves a year old? 
Will the LORD be pleased with thousands of rams, 
      with ten thousands of rivers of oil? 
   Shall I give my firstborn for my transgression, 
     the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul?” 30 
 
He has told you, O mortal, what is good; 
     and what does the LORD require of you 
  but to do justice, and to love kindness, 
     and to walk humbly with your God 35 
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EXPLORING THE PATTERN: Themes and Motifs 

 
There are shifts of speakers here:  The New Oxford Annotated Bible scholars document the text in this 
way: the Lord (lines 1-4), the prophet (lines 6-9), back to the Lord (lines 11-20), to the people (lines 21-
29), and finally back to the prophet. 
 
1. What words in the first lines of the text indicate the type of dialogue this is? 
Who are the participants in this dialogue? 

Who is called by the Lord to be the audience? 
What might the controversy of the Lord be? 
With whom does the Lord have the controversy? 
How might Israel or “his people” react when told the Lord will contend with Israel?  How might 
the Lord contend? 

 
 
2. What type of mood or temperament does the Lord seem to convey in the following?           

“O my people, what have I done to you?  
In what have I wearied you?” 
Answer me! 

 
Pair off with someone else and read the first section as a dialogue.  Have one person play the Lord, the 
other the people of Israel.  Have “the Lord” roleplay the third paragraph (lines 11-20).  Then let “the 
people” character respond with the fourth paragraph (lines 22-29).  Allow some silent time for 
reflection and then come back together in the group.   
 

What do you experience during the role play? What thoughts or emotions come to you? What mood 
or temperament is evoked in the dialogue? 
 

Have someone read aloud the conclusion: 
 

He has told you, O mortal, what is good; 
     and what does the LORD require of you 
 but to do justice, and to love kindness, 
     and to walk humbly with your God 

 
How do you hear these words after going through the “controversy”?  
Do they resolve the “controversy”? How might they be an answer to the people’s questions? Are 
they comforting, distressing, puzzling, inspiring? 

 
 
3.  What might doing justice, loving kindness and walking humbly with your God look like? How might 
doing or trying to do these things be simpler and easier than ritual and sacrifice?  How might they be 
much more difficult than ritual and sacrifice?  
 
 
 4. How does the relationship or dialogue between “the Lord” and “the people” change, if at all?  What 
does the people’s question reveal about how they understand their relationship to the Lord? How do 
the final words support or challenge that understanding? 
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Where do you see people in the world, your country, state, city or town, neighborhood, burning oil 
or making sacrifices to appease God?  Where do you see them doing justice, loving kindness, 
walking humbly?  Which gets more attention?  Why might that be?   
How might the way one imagines God impact their dialogue with God?  How might that impact what 
they think God expects from them?  What they might expect from God? 

 
What do you know of fearing an angry God?  An unappeased God?   
When have you felt or imagined being judged by God or God demanding you to “Answer me!”?  
When have you felt the impulse or need to judge God or demand an answer? 
 

What voice inside of you longs for you to do justice, love kindness, walk humbly? 
How might the way you walk humbly with your God affect your inner life?  How might that 
impact your life with others? 

 
 
 

READING BETWEEN THE LINES 

 
For I brought you up from the land of Egypt, and redeemed you from the house of slavery; and I sent 
before you Moses, Aaron, and Miriam.  
 Micah reminds the people of their relationship with the Lord God in the past. What might have 
become of them had they never left Egypt, never been liberated and set free from their slavery at the 
hands of Pharaoh? What if there had been no Moses to lead them out, no Aaron to serve Moses and no 
Miriam to sing a freedom song? How is this story your story? Their history your history? What have you 
experienced as your own Egypt? What was the home that was no home where you settled as slave 
intent upon security and comfort? Who was a Pharaoh you served who honored and pampered you at 
first but ended up becoming an enemy requiring bricks made with no straw? And who was your Moses 
who was raised up in the flesh or, perhaps, a spirit in your soul who demanded that an inner or outer 
Pharaoh let you go? What of a Pharaoh and Moses in your job or family or church life? How was such a 
contest once waged in your soul or psyche? What is an Egypt in your life today? How are you yet a 
slave? Who is the Moses who refuses to let you languish there, demanding more for and of your life? 
Where is the Red Sea in your life that waits to part and lead you to a new land? Who is the Miriam in 
your life who waits to sing, dance and celebrate? 
 

- Bill Dols (bdols@educationalcenter.org)  
 
 
"With what shall I come before the LORD,  
and bow myself before God on high?  
Shall I come before him with burnt offerings,  
with calves a year old?  
Will the LORD be pleased with thousands of rams,  
with ten thousands of rivers of oil?  
Shall I give my firstborn for my transgression,  
the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul?" 
 Rituals of forgiveness and redemption in the Jerusalem Temple involved burnt offerings of calves 
and rams, offerings of oil and the firstborn males among the flocks and herds. What steps have been 
required for forgiveness in your world? What sacrifices have been expected, demanded, or anticipated? 
What have friends, family members, colleagues, neighbors, or enemies offered up, wishing to be 
reconciled? What do you yourself try to bring before God? 

- Andy Kille (editor@educationalcenter.org) 
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 …and what does the LORD require of you 
 but to do justice, and to love kindness, 
and to walk humbly with your God 
 My son-in-law, a musician and teacher, believes that we are what we sing.  I’ve always been 
uncomfortable with that idea, in part because I am touched by music that my mind doesn’t necessarily 
“like.”  I am one of those people who cry when I sing the Star Spangled Banner, regardless of how angry 
or annoyed I am about a particular government action; I choke up at “A Mighty Fortress Is Our 
God,”even though I really object to the images and the language.  But there I am, embarrassed and 
moved.  It somehow cuts through my thinking head and heads straight for my ambiguous heart.  
Perhaps you know something of this as well.  (And if not, maybe you just want to move on to the next 
reading…) 
 A number of years ago I was walking past the auditorium in Montreat, NC, where my family has 
had a small cottage for all my life.  There was a Youth Conference going on.  I wasn’t part of it, didn’t 
know the theme, and was just aware that a thousand teenagers had just descended on this tiny place in 
the mountains of North Carolina.  I was headed to get some ice cream, and I heard a little round based 
on the words above.  I don’t know who arranged it; or led it; or how if at all it fit into whatever those 
kids were doing.  But it stopped me in my tracks.  The male voices, some 500 of them, I guess, were 
singing the first line, over and over and over – “What does the Lord require of you?  What does the Lord 
require of you?”  Going straight down the scale.  Simple.  Then the female voices came in, as the 
question continued reverberating underneath – “To do justice/ To love kindness/  And walk humbly 
with your God.”  A great round.  There was some kind of descant, which I can’t remember.  But it was 
among the most haunting and beautiful pieces I’ve ever heard.  And it stopped me.  I cannot think of 
this piece from Micah without singing it. 
 If I were beside you right now, I would teach the tune to you.  Maybe you already know it, and if 
not, just make up your own tune.  But I would ask you to sing it.  Carry it with you.  Let the music and 
the words go with you during your day.  Sing yourself into a place where you know in that other part of 
your being what it might mean to you to do justice, to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your 
God. 

- Beth Harrison (bharrison@educationalcenter.org)  
 
 

[ED. NOTE: The round that Beth heard was written by Jim Strathdee ©1986, Desert Flower Music. It 
can be found on “Sunshine in the Morning,” by the Strathdees at www.strathdeemusic.com. Or, 
find a link to a YouTube version at the Educational Center website.] 

 
 
 

PARALLEL READINGS 
 
 
From Letters to a Young Poet by Rainer Maria Rilke 
 
Therefore, dear Sir, love your solitude and try to 
sing out with the pain it causes you. For those 
who are near you are far away... and this shows 
that the space around you is beginning to grow 
vast.... be happy about your growth, in which of 
course you can’t take anyone with you, and be 

gentle with those who stay behind; be confident 
and calm in front of them and don’t torment 
them with your doubts and don’t frighten them 
with your faith or joy, which they wouldn’t be 
able to comprehend. Seek out some simple and 
true feeling of what you have in common with 
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them, which doesn’t necessarily have to alter 
when you yourself change again and again; 
when you see them, love life in a form that is 
not your own and be indulgent toward those 
who are growing old, who are afraid of the 
aloneness that you trust.... and don’t expect 

any understanding; but believe in a love that is 
being stored up for you like an inheritance, and 
have faith that in this love there is a strength 
and a blessing so large that you can travel as 
far as you wish without having to step outside 
it.  

 
 
 
“Simple Gifts” from Wikipedia 
 
“Simple Gifts” is a Shaker song written and 
composed in 1848 by Elder Joseph Brackett. 
 It has endured many inaccurate 
descriptions. Though often classified as an 
anonymous Shaker hymn or as a work song, it 
is better classified as a dance song. The tune 
was written by Joseph Brackett (1797–1882) in 
1848. Brackett, a lifelong resident of Maine, 
first joined the Shakers at Gorham, Maine, when 
his father’s farm helped to form the nucleus of 
a new Shaker settlement. The song was largely 
unknown outside Shaker communities 
until Aaron Copland used its melody for the 
score of Martha Graham’s ballet Appalachian 
Spring, first performed in 1944. Copland used 
“Simple Gifts” a second time in 1950 in his first 
set of Old American Songs for voice and piano, 
which was later orchestrated. Many people 
thought that the tune of “Simple Gifts” was a 
traditional Celtic one but both the music and 
original lyrics are actually the compositions of 
Brackett. “Simple Gifts” has been adapted or 
arranged many times since by folksingers and 
composers.  

 “Simple Gifts” was written by Elder Joseph 
while he was at the Shaker community in Alfred, 
Maine. These are the lyrics to his one-verse 
song: 

‘Tis the gift to be simple,  
 ‘tis the gift to be free 
‘Tis the gift to come down  
 where we ought to be, 
And when we find ourselves  
 in the place just right, 
‘Twill be in the valley of love and delight. 
When true simplicity is gain’d, 
To bow and to bend we shan’t be asham’d, 
To turn, turn will be our delight, 
Till by turning, turning  
 we come ‘round right.  

 Several Shaker manuscripts indicate that 
this is a “Dancing Song” or a “Quick Dance.” 
“Turning” is a common theme in Christian 
theology, but the references to “turning” in the 
last two lines have also been identified as dance 
instructions.  

 
 

 Find a link to YouTube performances of “Simple Gifts” at the Educational Center website.  
 
 
 
 
From Servants, Misfits, and Martyrs, Saints and Their Stories by James C. Howell    
 
Lessons Of Servanthood 
Earlier we noted how saints give up something 
for the poor, how they actually live among the 
poor, how they see Christ in the poor. Servants 
bear witness to the tangibility of the life of 
faith. Dorothy Day longed for a synthesis of 
body and soul, of heaven and earth, the sort of 
thing Martin Luther King Jr. spoke of when he 
said, “It’s alright to talk about ‘long white robes 

over yonder,’ in all of its symbolism. But 
ultimately people want some suits and dresses 
and shoes to wear down here.”  Servants pray, 
“Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven,” 
and then work to make “over yonder” reality 
“down here.”   
 Service is never just loving humanity, 
caring about the masses, Service proceeds 
slowly, one person at a time.  G. K. Chesterton 
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said that Saint Francis could not see the forest 
for the trees—and that he didn’t want to. 
Clarence Jordan had a long lunch with a lawyer 
from Alabama, who one day built one house for 
a woman whose son may become a doctor. 
Once Mother Teresa was invited to a hunger 
conference in Bombay.  Arriving late she found 
a man starving on the steps outside the 
building where, on the inside, they were 
discussing trends and food supplies and 
projections and budgets.  Instead of going in, 
she picked up the man and fed him. 
 When you are odd in this way, you are 
criticized. Not surprisingly, Mother Teresa drew 
criticism for never addressing the root, 
systemic causes of poverty. But she wasn’t 
opposed to others addressing such big issues. 

Her calling was simply to care for persons who 
were hungry, today, one at a time. 
 No one is too low, and no one is too high 
to be involved.  Millard Fuller pushed his 
neighbor and former President Jimmy Carter to 
help with Habitat for Humanity. Carter showed 
up one day in what seemed to be a photo-
opportunity, a mere gesture of support. But 
Carter labored all day long, framing the home 
of Willie Solomon and his family. Not long 
afterward Carter and his wife Rosalynn pulled 
together work teams that renovated tenements 
in Manhattan. The President said it himself: : 
“It’s like eating peanuts—if we can decide to be 
adventurous and generous once, it may be hard 
to stop.” 

 
 

 

   

CRITICAL BACKGROUND 
 
 
From The New Oxford Annotated Bible  
 
The prophet Micah, active during the late 
eighth century BCE, was among the earliest of 
the Minor Prophets.  According to 1.1, Micah 
prophesied in the days of Jotham, Ahaz, and 
Hezekiah, whose reigns spanned 759-687 BCE. 
Possible allusions to the fall of Samaria (1.6) 
and the campaign of Sennacherib (1.10-16) 
place the prophet in the final quarter of the 
eighth century.  As such he was a younger 
contemporary of Isaiah of Jerusalem.  The 
characteristics of the era in which Micah spoke 
were similar to those seen in Hosea, Amos, and 
Isaiah 1-39.  Biblical accounts of this era are  
1 Kings 16-19 and Isaiah 36-37.  The prophetic 
scroll known as Micah may have material from 
later periods (e.g., 4.10 speaks of the 
Babylonian exile; 7.11 seems to reflect the 
postexilic period).  Some suggest that chapters 
1-3 form the oldest core of the book; it is 
characterized by the judgmental tone for which 
Micah was most famous (Jer. 26,18). 
   Micah offered a theological interpretation of 
the dizzying events near the end of the eighth 
century: the fall of Samaria, the expansion of 
Jerusalem fueled by emigrants from the north, 

and the international situation made unstable 
by an aggressive superpower, Assyria.  Micah, 
from a small town southwest of Jerusalem, 
Moresheth-gath, had a populist message.  He 
expressed disdain for the corruptions and 
pretensions of Jerusalem and its leaders.  In an 
era of urbanization, he championed the 
traditions of early Israel (3.9-10; 6.3-5).  Micah 
condemned religious practice un-tethered from 
ethical performance (6.6-8). 
   While Amos and Hosea condemned the high 
places, provincial shrines where the proper 
worship of the Lord was diluted by illicit 
elements, Micah called Jerusalem itself a high 
place (1.5) and announced its destruction 
(3.12), for which he was long remembered (Jer. 
26,18).  At the same time, Micah never lost 
faith in the future. The middle section of the 
book, chapters 4-5, contains images of a 
restored and glorious Zion to which the nations 
make pilgrimage, and of an ideal king (5.2-5). 
   In the organization of the Book of the Twelve, 
Micah follows Jonah, an arrangement 
apparently is connected to the book of Nahum, 
which follows, by catchword; compare the final 
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section of Micah (7.18-19) with the initial unit 
of Nahum (1.1-3). 
   The book may be divided into three sections: 
chapters 1-3; 4-5; 6-7. chapters 1-3 mainly 
consist of oracles of judgment; chapters 4-5 of 
oracles of hope.  The final section, chapters    

6-7, begins with the judgment of moves to 
hope.  We do not know whether this alternation 
between judgment and hope conforms to some 
pattern in Micah’s preaching or is an organizing 
device of later editors. 

   
Contributed by Ron Pelt; address comments and responses to rpelt@educationalcenter.org. 

 
 
 
 


